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 Ever  since the Fukushima nuclear  meltdown seven  years  ago  this  month,  uranium has  been a
terrible investment.

Futures  have  lost  two-thirds  of  their  value.  Stockpiles  have  gathered  dust  as  governments  shut
stations for  extensive  safety  overhauls  or  promised voters  they would get  out  of  atomic  power
altogether.

Now, there’s increasing optimism that sharp supply cuts by the biggest miners of the fuel may bring
an end to the glut that has made prices fall for five of the last seven years.

“The big thing is we’ve actually gone into deficit,” said Rob Crayfourd, a fund manager at CQS Asset
Management Ltd.’s Geiger Counter Ltd. fund, which invests in uranium stocks.

“There’s no significant money being spent. If there’s an increase in demand, it’s very hard for there to
be any supply response.”

Two of the biggest producers cut supply late last year.

Kazakhstan, which supplied 39 percent of the world’s uranium in 2016, will trim about 20 percent of
its output over three years from the start of 2018. Canada’s Cameco Corp. will halt production at the
world’s biggest mine for 10 months due to weak prices.

The two announcements triggered the biggest monthly gain in spot uranium prices in 10 months in
November. The shutdown of Cameco’s McArthur River and Key Lake facilities will trim about

9 percent of global output in 2018, Cantor Fitzgerald LP estimated at the time.

Even as  countries such as  Germany and the U.S.  shut  down nuclear  plants and cancel  projects,
accelerated building of atomic power stations in India and China could help revive demand.

“People focus too much on the West,” Crayfourd said. “The growth is coming from Asia.”

BMO Capital Markets expects the market will flip to a deficit this year that will run to at least 2025 as
demand continuously falls short of supply. That’s led the bank to estimate that prices could double to
$45 a pound by 2021 from about $22 a pound today. Among the 17 commodities it tracks, BMO says
uranium is trading at the biggest discount to its forecasts for this year.



Part of uranium’s problem has been how long it’s taken for producers to cut supply. According to
Crayfourd that’s because many utilities had long contracts with the miners that they set when prices
were higher. Those contracts are now coming to an end.

Still, given the size of inventories that utilities have built up during the years of plenty, there are
unlikely to be shortages anytime soon.
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